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Abstract
Several authors have reported numerical ~~roblems
when simdating semiconductor devices using the hytlrodynamic motlel. In this paper, the cause of these
numerical prol~lemsis identified. Furthermore, a remetly consisting of adaptive
quatlrature rules is proposed. The resulting discrete schellies are stable, which
is verified both theoretically and demonstrated through several examples.

The model considered in this paper has bee11 described frequently in literature, and
will therefore not be derived. It co~isistsof t h e nor~rlalset of drift-diffusion equations,
to which t h e followi~igequations are added:
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T h e energy flux densities are expressed in teruns of the carrier temperatures, as follows:
7;

In t h e above, ,wp and w,, are t h e average eellergies of t h e carriers and tlie coefficients
r;,:

tc,,

are ~ l s ~ l a l lmodelled
y
using the Wiede~nann-Franzlaw:
Kp
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111 addition, the expressions for the c ~ l r r e n tdensities colitai~ian extra tern1 (due to
temperature gradients) as compared to t h e classical drift-diffusio~iexpressions:
Jp
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in which t h e thermal diffilsior~coefficients are often moclelled by
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2. The cause of nu~nericalproble~ns
The model described in the previous section is discretised using the finite voli~nle
method (or: box method). This means that, after a 111esh (rectangular or triangular)
has been co~lstructed,each of the five partial differential equations is integrated over
boxes around mesh points. I11 the resultil~gexpressions, integrals of the form J V . Q
(where Q is some vector quantity, for exalnple J,, or ,S,,) are transfornled into integrals
over the boundary ef the box. These boundary integrals can then be approximated
by using low order quadrature rules, so that only normal c:ompo~~ents
of the qila~ltity
Q at the midpoints between two nodes are required. These ~lormalcomponents are
obtained by using Scharf~tter-C;um111eltype expressions. This is very straiglltforward,
and has bee11 described in many publications.
Tlle integrals of the right hand sides of the partial differential equations are usually
approxi~natedby applying the midpoint rule. Hence, the right hand sides only have
to be evaluated at the mesh voints. Both for Poisson's eauation and the conti~luitv
equations, the midpoint rule can be sl~ownto be the right choice in view of stability:
the resulting discrete sc.hemes yield nou-oscillatory, physically relevant solutions, even
for very coarse meshes. Because of the latter, adaptive meshi~lgtecl~niquesstarting
fro111relatively coarse grids are possible. t.:learly, t l ~ i sproperty would also be desirable
for extended models, such as the hydrodyna~llicmodel. 1Jnfortunately, this is not the
case if the discretisation technique described is applied to equations (1)-(4). This
is easily demonstrated using the following example, which was taken fro111 [I]. For
this problem ( a pin-diode with a bias of 500 Volts), we display the discrete solution
using 51 mesh points in Fig. I . In addition to the oscillatory character of the discrete
solution, we also found a rather slow convergence of the 11011linear solution process.
These nul~lericalproblems were also observed for other devices; sometimes we even
encountered severe c o o l i ~ ~effects
g
(carrier temperatures as low as 200 K).
Several authors have already expressed their opi11io11011 the cause of these numerical
problen~s. S o n ~ epublications are devoted t o a different discretisation of the nornlal
con~ponentsof S, and ,S,,. This is, however, not tlle right angle of attack s i ~ ~ itc ecan
be show11 that the Scharfetter-Gumme1 type discretisation of these quantities leads to
a systen~11latrix with the right properties (M-matrix). Other authors have identified
the discretisation of the tern] E J,, as the cause of the problenls, however, without
giving a satisfactory explanation. Also, no adequate renledy has arisen from this
observation.
After careful analysis of the systeln of equations, we found that the ter~llE . J,, is
indeed the cause of the numerical problems. More specifically, it is the additional
tern^ contaillillg VT,, in the expressio~~
for .I,, whic.h causes instabilities. This c.an
be verified mathenlatically by observing that, when expanding the term E . J,, illto
tl~reeterms, the use of the nlidpoi~ltrule on the integrals over the boxes destroys the
M-properties of the systenl nlatrix correspo~ldil~g
to the equations for the discrete
carrier tenlperature T,,. A useful experiment to delno~lstratethis is the following:
use a nonli~learsolutio~lstrategy in which we first solve for tbe potential a11d the
carrier conce~ltrations(keeping the temperatures fixed), followed by the solution of t11e
temperature equatio~ls.This iterative solutioll strategy nlay be viewed as a nlodified
version of the welll<nown Gummel's method. For the pin-diode used in Fig. I, we
find that the carrier tenlveratures are non-oscillatorv after 1 iteration of this solution
procedure. However, after 2 iterations we find 1 wiggle in the discrete s o l u t i o ~and
~
after 3 iterations there are 2 wiggles.
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3. A stable discretisation scheme
The observation that the numerical problems are caused by the implicit dependence
of the current density J,, 011 the carrier te~rnperatureTI,i~l~nnediately
points towards
a possible remedy. Namely, the implicit depe~ldencecan be 111ade explicit sinlply by
expanding the term E . .I9,into three ter111s and rewriting (2) in the form
V
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Tlle third term in the right hand side of (7) being the only problerrlatic term, we
suggest to use the ~llidpointrule for all other terms, and a special quadrature rule for
the integral of qDTr~E.VT,,. We have developed an adaptive rule whicln takes into
account the direc:tion of the electric field E, full details of which will be given iu a
111oreextensive report (and at the conference). The effect of this rule on the coefficient
matrices of the discretised systenl is sudl that contributions to tile diagonal are uonnegative, whereas contributions to the off-diagoual elernents are nou-positive. 111 this
way, t11e M-matrix character [3] is conserved. In Fig. 2 we show the solution of
the pin-diode obtained using this new quadrature rule, again with only 51 ~l~lifor~llly
distributed mesh points.

111 this paper, we have identified the true cause of t11e ~ ~ u ~ r ~ e rproble~lls
ical
encountered wlleu using the l ~ y d r o d y ~ ~ a ~model.
l l i c Having established, both theoretically
and experinnentally, that the implicit dependence of the curre~ntdensity on the gradient of the carrier temperature causes these problems, malting this term explicit and
usi~lga different quadrature formula in the box integrals is slnowu to provide an adequate remedy. Although, in this paper, only a si~ilple1-d exanlple has bee11 given,
experiments on 2-d examples have shown that the neth hod performs well on rrnore
co~lnplicateddevices (MOS-devices, bipolar transistors). Tlle fact that the remedy
has a sourld mathen~aticalbasis is a guarantee that nu~llericalproble~llsare avoided
irrespective of the grid size. In this respect, the proposed ciiscratisatiou leads the
way to adaptive ~rleshingalso for lnydrodyr~a~rlic
simulations, without having to use
extreulely fine initial grids.
Iu addition to the non-oscillatory character of discrete solutions, we have found the
no~llinearsolution processes to converge much better. Indeed, vector extrapolatio~l
tilethods as used in ['2] can be used to accellerate the ~rlodifiedC:urnmel method so as
the obtain solutions even faster.
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Figure 1: Electrol~temperature for pin-diode a t -500 V using tnjdpoi~~t
rule

Figure 2: Electroll tetr~peraturefor pin-diode at -500 V using adaptive rule

